
WRITING A 30 SECOND TV COMMERCIAL

That depends on whether you have read a TV script before. If you have then you already know the format for writing TV
Commercials which is.

For example: "Granny Goes Tech". But when you're in the writing phase, and later in production, it's very
important to relay the name of the spot that's advertising lingo for the commercial and its length. You're
writing a second commercial, which is noted as  Come right out and say what the spot is going to be about. It
may not be an award winner, but it will probably be good enough to get the job done. Length of the spot.
Attention spans are very, very short. For the first time, you're adding action to your words and bringing them
to life. SAY IT. Begin With Essential Information You might think the essential part of a radio or television
script is the dialogue, and, of course, that's the end result the public sees or hears. Your name and the
company's name. Name of the spot. Every spot is given a clever title to identify it, like "Puppy Faces" or
"Granny Goes Tech," so let your imagination go wild. You must get to the point with the first sentence. This
information should be written at the top left of the script. There are probably several different spots in the
campaign, or you're writing several to choose from. They would be noted as and , for 15 seconds and 10
seconds in length. For them, it is the essential part. Say it. You lose about one and a half seconds to fade the
video up at the beginning and down at the end. This sounds pretty simple, but a lot of writers forget this.
Remember that your audience is not necessarily a captive one. Writing for broadcast media is significantly
different from writing a print or digital ad. Every second is precious in broadcast, though, so learn how to
make the most of your time by using the correct formats. If your lead sentence is successful, you now have the
attention of the viewer and must spend a few seconds sharing additional details. What you have to learn is how
to build the words, images, and CG so they deliver a clear, complete message in just 30 seconds. Then watch
them carefully and transcribe the audio and video images. This means that an announcer reads about 30
seconds of copy accompanied by synchronized video. Along with the announcer speaking this lead sentence,
you will need to show a visual to go along with it. Later, shorter spots might be written from this idea. And
more often than not, the more creative you try to be, the more likely your commercial will fail. You have a job
to do, usually to drive buyers to a store location. Identify the company the commercial is advertising, even if
it's your own. Technically, a second commercial is  Your name is important as the writer so when a line needs
to be rewritten at the last minute, the director or salesman or whoever knows who to find in a hurry. With
remote controls and hundreds of channels to choose from, you can also expect many viewers to come into
your spot late. Search for:.


